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ABSTRACT: Transport of PEGylated silica nanoparticles (PSiNPs) with diameters of 100, 50, and 25 nm across the blood−
brain barrier (BBB) was evaluated using an in vitro BBB model based on mouse cerebral endothelial cells (bEnd.3) cultured on
transwell inserts within a chamber. In vivo animal experiments were further performed by noninvasive in vivo imaging and ex vivo
optical imaging after injection via carotid artery. Confocal fluorescence studies were carried out to evaluate the uptake of PSiNPs
by brain endothelial cells. The results showed that PSiNPs can traverse the BBB in vitro and in vivo. The transport efficiency of
PSiNPs across BBB was found to be size-dependent, with increased particle size resulting in decreased efficiency. This work
points to the potential application of small sized silica nanoparticles in brain imaging or drug delivery.
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■ INTRODUCTION

The blood−brain barrier (BBB) formed by brain capillary
endothelial cells is an important physiological barrier in the
central nervous system that regulates the passage of molecules
from the circulatory system into the brain. This barrier protects
the brain from the invasion of various noxious agents. However,
it also hinders the delivery of diagnostic and therapeutic agents
to the brain.1,2 Although various strategies have been proposed
to overcome this barrier, including biochemical modification,
osmotic opening of the cerebral capillary endothelium, as well
as alternative routes for administration, they are largely limited
by the chemical structures of the agents and the existence of
efflux pumps.3−5 Therefore, delivery of diagnostic and
therapeutic agents across the BBB is still a major challenge
for neurological disorders.
With the advent of nanobiotechnology, nanoparticles (NPs)

with high chemical and biological stability functionalized by
protective ligands are increasingly demonstrating superior over
other strategies in BBB transport.6−12 Nanoparticles with sizes
between 1 and 100 nm serve as nanocarriers to enhance the
delivery of agents across the BBB for imaging and therapy.13

The underlying mechanisms of how NPs cross the BBB may
include receptor or absorptive mediated transcytosis by
endothelial cells,14−16 opening of the tight junctions and
inhibition of the transmembrane efflux systems, as well as other

unknown mechanisms.17−21 Transport of NPs across the BBB
may depend on various factors, such as the surrounding
surfactants, NP size, and electric charge.22

Currently, several types of NPs have been reported for
enhancing the passage of agents across the BBB. For example, a
study of the transport efficiency of lipid-based NPs carrying a
calcium channel blocker drug showed that the drug was taken
up to a greater extent by the brain and maintained high drug
levels for a longer time than free drug suspension.23 Also,
Hasadsri et al. reported that polybutylcyanoacrylate (PBCA)
NPs could be successfully utilized for delivery of functional
proteins into neurons and neuronal cell lines.24

Compared with the above nanocarriers, silica nanoparticles
(SiNPs) are of great interest because of their biocompatibility
and extraordinary properties, such as relatively low cost,
straightforward synthesis, facile surface modification, and partial
urinary excretion.25−30 Due to their unique characteristics,
SiNPs have been widely used in a wide range of areas including
biomedical and biotechnological applications.31,32 To our
knowledge, the transport of SiNPs across the BBB has not
previously been investigated. Of special interest is the effect of
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particle size, which can determine the distribution in vivo and
biological fate of NP systems.33 Many researchers have
demonstrated that NPs of sub-micrometer size can provide a
significant advantage over microparticles for drug delivery,34,35

but the effect of particle size on BBB transport efficiency has
not been sufficiently investigated. Previous research has shown
that SiNPs modified with polyethylene glycol (PEG) can
enhance the plasma residence time and reduce clearance by the
reticulo-endothelial system (RES) system.29 PEG may also
increase the endothelial permeability of NPs and thus facilitate
their BBB passage.36

In the present study, the transport of PEGylated SiNPs
(PSiNPs) of three different sizes across the BBB was evaluated
in vitro and in vivo, as shown in Scheme 1. To determine
whether PSiNPs can traverse the BBB and how the particle size
influences the efficiency, Rubpy dye was entrapped in PSiNPs
as a fluorescent signal indicator to track the particles. The BBB
transport efficiency was evaluated using an in vitro BBB model
based on mouse cerebral endothelial cells (bEnd.3) cultured on
transwell inserts within a chamber. In vivo animal experiments
were performed by noninvasive in vivo imaging and ex vivo
optical imaging after injection via carotid artery. Confocal
fluorescence studies showed that the BBB transport efficiency
of PSiNPs is inversely dependent on the size both in vitro and
in vivo.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. Amino polyethylene glycol monomethyl ether (mPEG-

NH2, Mn = 2000) was purchased from Jiaxing Bomei Biological
Technology Co. , Ltd. Lactoferrin, Tris (2,2-bipyridyl)
dichlororuthenium(II) hexahydrate (Rubpy), Triton X-100, 1-ethyl-
3-[3-dimethylaminopropyl] carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), and
N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich.
Transwell with 0.4 μm pore polycarbonate membrane was obtained
from Millipore. The bEnd.3 cell line (BALB/c cerebral endothelial
cells) was purchased from ATCC. Male Balb/c mice (7−8 weeks, 20
g) were purchased from Shanghai Silaike Experimental Animals Co.,
Ltd. Other chemicals, if not specified, were all commercially available.
All reagents were analytical grade and used without any purification.
Preparation of PSiNPs with Different Diameters. First, SiNPs

of three different sizes with free carboxyl groups were synthesized by
changing the water-to-surfactant molar ratio using the water-in-oil (W/
O) microemulsion method. Briefly, a solution containing 7.5 mL of
cyclohexane, 1.8 mL of Triton X-100 and 1.6 mL of n-hexanol was
mixed with 160, 400, and 1120 μL of water (with the water-to-
surfactant molar ratio 5, 10, 25, respectively) and stirred for 5 min,
followed by the addition of 80 μL of 0.1 M Rubpy dye solution. After
stirring for 30 min, 200 μL of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) and 100
μL of concentrated NH4OH to initiate polymerization. The reaction
was allowed to continue for 24 h, and 50 μL of TEOS and 100 μL of
N-[(3-trimethoxysilyl)propyl] ethylenediamine triacetic acid were then
added to form SiNPs with free carboxyl groups via hydrolysis. The
concentration of SiNPs was measured by dispersion method and
calculated according to the following formula (eq 1). W1, W2, and V

represented the mass of the empty tube, the mass of the tube
containing SiNPs added after drying overnight under vacuum, and the
volume of SiNPs added, respectively.

= −W W Vconcentration of SiNPs(mg/mL) ( )/2 1 (1)

PSiNPs were prepared by the classical (EDC/sulfo-NHS)-mediated
amidation conjugation reaction. Briefly, 450 μL EDC (50 μg/μL) and
450 μL NHS (50 μg/μL) were added to 600 μL MES buffer (pH 6.0)
containing 6 mg of SiNPs of one certain size. After approximately 30
min, the activated SiNPs were washed and resuspended in 1200 μL of
MES solution. Then, 600 μL of 50 μg/μL PEG solution was added to
400 μL of 5 mg/mL activated SiNPs and incubated with gentle
shaking overnight at 4 °C. After repetitive washing and removal of
unreacted PEG by centrifugation, the PSiNPs were redissolved in PBS
for future usage. The concentration of PSiNPs was roughly equal to
that of SiNPs.

Construction and Characterization of BBB Models. For
construction of the BBB models, transwell inserts were first placed
into a culture plate well, and DMEM growth medium was added to the
basolateral side of each well until the membrane in each insert was
completely moistened with the growth medium. Then bEnd.3 cells
were seeded onto the inside of the insert above the membrane at an
initial density of 1 × 105 cells/well and cultured in DMEM growth
medium with 10% fetal bovine serum. Cultures were maintained at 37
°C and 5% CO2 in a humidified incubator. The growth medium was
changed every day, and the cells were grown to a compact monolayer
for about 12 days.

For characterization of the BBB models, the cell morphology of
BBB models was initially observed by phase contrast optical
microscopy (PCOM). To further determine the BBB tight junction,
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analyses were performed.
Briefly, the cell monolayer with transwell membrane was clipped and
washed with PBS, then fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde for 2 h and
postfixed with 2% osmium tetroxide for 1 h. Afterward, the membrane
was dehydrated through a graded series of acetone (70%, 80%, 90%,
100%, 100%), embedded in araldite resin, and sectioned with an
ultramicrotome. The prepared ultrathin sections (70 nm) were imaged
by transmission electron microscopy (JEM-2100) at an accelerating
voltage of 80 kV. For determining the integrity of BBB models,
transendothelial electrical resistance (TEER) experiments were
performed. A device with two electrodes was used, one placed in
the apical side with the other in the basolateral side chamber. TEER
values were automatically obtained by this device.

Integrity of the BBB Incubation with Three Different Sizes of
PSiNPs. TEER experiments were performed to evaluate the effects of
PSiNPs on the integrity of the BBB. Briefly, PSiNPs of three different
sizes in DMEM without fetal bovine serum were added to the apical
side chamber of the BBB models, with final concentrations of 0.2 mg/
mL. DMEM medium without fetal bovine serum was used as the blank
control. Then, the PSiNPs with three different sizes were incubated
with the BBB models at 37 °C for 12 h with TEER values measured
once an hour.

BBB Model Studies with PSiNPs in Vitro. PSiNPs with sizes of
100, 50, and 25 nm in DMEM without fetal bovine serum were added
to the apical side chamber of the BBB models, with final
concentrations of 0.2 mg/mL respectively. DMEM medium without
fetal bovine serum was used as the blank control. After approximately

Scheme 1. Schematic of PSiNP Transport across the BBB In Vitro (A) and in vivo (B)
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12 h of incubation, the medium containing PSiNPs in the basolateral
side was collected and detected by fluorescence spectrometry, using
Rubpy dye doped in the PSiNPs as a fluorescent signal indicator. The
medium containing PSiNPs with final concentrations of 0.2 mg/mL
and the control medium were also detected by fluorescence
spectrometry. On the basis of the linear dependence of the
fluorescence intensity of PSiNPs on the concentration in medium
over the effective concentration range, the transport efficiency of
PSiNPs across the BBB was calculated according to the following
formula (eq 2), where Fbs, Ftt and Fct represent the fluorescence
intensity of the basolateral medium containing PSiNPs, the medium
containing 0.2 mg/mL PSiNPs, and the control medium, respectively.

= − − ×F F F Ftransport efficiency (%) ( )/( ) 100%bs ct tt ct (2)

Determination of Cellular Uptake of PSiNPs by bEnd.3 Cells.
To determine the uptake of PSiNPs by bEnd.3 cells, the bEnd.3 cells
were incubated with 0.2 mg/mL of suspensions containing three
different sizes of PSiNPs in DMEM without fetal bovine serum at 37
°C for 4 h. Treated cells were then washed three times with cold PBS
to remove excess PSiNPs. The Rubpy fluorescent dye incorporated in
PSiNPs served as a marker to determine their cellular uptake and
analyzed by laser scanning confocal microscopy.
Animal Experiments in Vivo. Animal experiments were

performed to further investigate the transport of PSiNPs across the
BBB. The athymic BALB/c mice with an average weight of 20 g were
selected as animal models. In detail, mice were first anesthetized
intraperitoneally with 2% pentobarbital and 0.08% promethazine
hydrochloride. Then, PSiNPs (three different sizes) in PBS buffer were
injected into the mice via carotid artery at 0.03 mg/g (NP weight/
animal weight), respectively. Whole body images were acquired 15
min, 1 h, and 3 h postinjection and analyzed using the Maestro in vivo
imaging system (CRI, Inc., excitation, 465−495 nm, emission, 550−
700 nm). After in vivo imaging, mice were sacrificed by dislocation.
The dissected organs of the brain were imaged with the Maestro
imaging system as described above. The mean fluorescence intensity
was analyzed using Maestro 2.10 image analysis software.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Characterization of PSiNPs. PSiNPs with three different
sizes were characterized by transmission electron microscopy
(TEM, JEM-1400). The morphological analysis showed that all
of them were well-dispersed spherical nanoparticles and
uniform in size. The average diameters were 97 ± 2, 54 ± 3,
and 27 ± 2 nm, respectively (Figure 1A−C). For convenience,
diameters of three different size PSiNPs were marked as 100,
50, and 25 nm in the following text, respectively. The zeta
potential of SiNPs before and after PEG bioconjugation was
determined using Malvern Zetasizer (Zetasizer NanoZS90).
According to the values of the zeta potential (Table 1), the
surface charges of SiNPs with three different sizes decreased
after bioconjugation, indicating the successful modification by
PEG.

Characterization of the BBB Model. The BALB/c brain
endothelial cells (bEnd.3 cell line) have commonly been used
for in vitro BBB models with transwell membranes. Moreover,
the bEnd.3 monolayer is especially suitable for studying solute
and particle transport across the BBB.37−40 Our in vitro BBB
model was based on the culture of the well-established bEnd.3
cell line with transwell inserts. As shown in Figure 2A, brain
endothelial cells showed a spindle shaped morphology followed
by 12 days of culture. The inter-endothelial cleft (width of less

Figure 1. Transmission electron microscopy images of PSiNPs (A, 100; B, 50; C, 25 nm).

Table 1. Surface Charge of the SiNPs and PSiNPs

zeta potential (mV)

diameters SiNPs PSiNPs
100 nm −39.7 ± 0.8 −31.9 ± 1
50 nm −37.4 ± 1.2 −21.6 ± 2.4
25 nm −34.5 ± 3.1 −19.4 ± 1.8

Figure 2. Microscopy of brain endothelial cells grown upon transwell
membranes to monolayer confluency on 12th day (A). TEM images of
tight junction (circled in red) of BBB models at high magnification (B)
6000×, (C)10 000×, (D)10 000×. Width of inter-endothelial cleft was
less than 18 nm (between the two white arrows).Opening width of
tight junction was less than 8 nm (circled in red). Black arrow marks
represent cell nucleolus.
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than 18 nm) with a tight junction (opening width of less than 8
nm) between two adjacent endothelial cells, which formed a
belt-like structure, could also be easily observed by TEM
(Figure 2B−D). The above values were consistent with the
anatomical parameters of bEnd.3 monolayer as reported in the
literature.37 The results showed that the model is suitable for
basic research of testing the interaction between the BBB and
the NPs. Commonly, the TEER can be used to evaluate the
integrity of the in vitro BBB model, which is expressed as
measured resistance multiplied by the area of the endothelial
monolayer with units of Ω × cm2.41−43 Previous studies
indicated that the confluence of brain endothelial cells plated
on transwell membranes and cultured for 8−12 days could be
confirmed by a TEER value of over 200 Ω × cm2.44 In our
model, a higher TEER value of above 300 Ω × cm2 was
detected on day 12, illustrating that the confluent monolayer
could adequately serve as an in vitro model for investigating the
transport of NPs. Therefore, the BBB model with TEER value
above 300 Ω × cm2 was selected for subsequent experiments.
Biocompatibility of PSiNPs with BBB. The biocompat-

ibility mainly refers to the integrity of the BBB during the
incubation with PSiNPs. Galla et al. reported that the presence
of surface-modified Fe3O4 nanoparticles had no effect on the
integrity of an in vitro BBB model. On the basis of the barrier
integrity, the study investigated the permeation of particles
across BBB.45 Systematic studies have been carried out on the
bioeffects of the SiNPs with cells. Results indicated that the
biocompatibility of SiNPs is concentration dependent, with no
measurable cytotoxic effects of SiNPs being observed on the
growth and proliferation of cells over a certain range of
concentrations.46,47 Here, PSiNPs with concentrations of 0.2
mg/mL were selected to be incubated with the BBB model and
to further confirm PSiNPs at this concentration had no effect
on BBB integrity. TEER measurements were performed for
three different sizes of PSiNPs with final concentrations of 0.2
mg/mL incubated with the BBB model, and DMEM medium
without fetal bovine serum was provided as the blank control.
All the TEER data were further normalized to a range between
0 and 1 for better analysis. As shown in Figure 3, the TEER
values of all nanoparticle groups showed similar trends in
comparison with the control group during the 12 h incubation

period. The results indicated that the incubation of PSiNPs
with final concentrations of 0.2 mg/mL did not affect the
integrity of the BBB model. PSiNPs with three different sizes of
100, 50, and 25 nm have good biocompatibility with BBB.

Transport of PSiNPs with Different Sizes across the
BBB in Vitro. To determine if the PSiNPs could pass through
the BBB and the influence of particle size, transport studies of
100, 50, and 25 nm PSiNPs across the BBB were performed
using the in vitro BBB model after 12 h incubation. The
permeating efficiency calculated using eq 1 for PSiNPs with
three different sizes through the BBB model is shown in Table
2 and Figure 4. The results showed that PSiNPs could pass

through the BBB model and the transport efficiency of PSiNPs
was size dependent. Maximum efficiency was observed for 25
nm PSiNPs. Increase in particle size of PSiNPs resulted in
decrease in the permeation efficiency through the BBB. The
100 nm PSiNPs had lowest transport efficiency of 10.6%. The
50 nm PSiNPs showed intermediate transport efficiency of
19.2%, whereas the transport efficiency of 25 nm PSiNPs was
26.1%, 2.5 fold higher than that of 100 nm PSiNPs.

Cellular Uptake of Nanoparticles by bEnd.3 Cells.
Crossing the BBB is based on the interactions between NPs
and the BBB and on their pathways of transcytosis.22

Transcytosis in endothelial cells starts with internalization of
extracellular cargo into the cells by vesicular carriers. The cargo
is subsequently processed via different pathways to appropriate
intracellular organelles and recycled, degraded, or transcytosed
to the contralateral side.48 To determine whether the PSiNPs
were internalized into brain capillary endothelial cells, the
cellular uptake of the 100, 50, and 25 nm PSiNPs by brain
capillary endothelial cells was evaluated for 4 h of incubation,
because 4 h of incubation was considered as the optimum
period of cellular uptake of PSiNPs by cells.49 As shown in
Figure 5, all three sizes of PSiNPs could be taken up by bEnd.3
cells. The images of the red fluorescence from 25 nm PSiNPs
revealed a relatively effective uptake by brain capillary
endothelial cells, as compared with 50 and 100 nm PSiNPs.
The results indicated that cellular uptake of small nanoparticles

Figure 3. Normalized TEER values of BBB models during incubation
with 0.2 mg/mL PSiNPs for biocompatibility evaluation. DMEM
medium served as control.

Table 2. Transport Efficiency of PSiNPs across the BBB in
Vitro

200 μg/mL PSiNPs (initial)
in the apical medium

PSiNPs concentration of the
basolateral medium (μg/mL)

transport
efficiency (%)

PSiNP(100 nm) 21.2 ± 4.2 10.6 ± 2.1
PSiNP(50 nm) 38.4 ± 18.4 19.2 ± 9.2
PSiNP(25 nm) 52.2 ± 17.9 26.1 ± 8.9

Figure 4. Transport efficiency of PSiNPs across the BBB in vitro.
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by brain capillary endothelial cells was more favorable than that
of large NPs, indicating size-dependent transport efficiency.
Transport of PSiNPs across BBB in Vivo. To confirm the

transport of PSiNPs with three different sizes across the BBB,
animal studies were further carried out by noninvasive in vivo
and ex vivo imaging. The results of in vivo back imaging are
shown in Figure 6A, as indicated by the fluorescence signal of
Rubpy entrapped in PSiNPs. The brain deposit of PSiNPs in
mice shown in Figure 6 changed significantly with respect to
time during a 1 h imaging period. For 100 nm PSiNPs, after 15
min from injection via carotid artery, there was no significant
fluorescence signal of PSiNPs in the brain region. After 1 h, the
fluorescence emitting from the brain gradually increased,
indicating that the PSiNPs have been deposited in the brain.
In the case of 50 nm PSiNPs, fluorescence from PSiNPs was
observed in the brain after 15 min injection. Then the
fluorescence signal of PSiNPs in the brain was greatly increased
after 1 h. Obvious distribution of 25 nm PSiNPs was found in
the brain after both 15 min and 1 h injection. Compared with
100 and 50 nm PSiNPs, 25 nm PSiNPs exhibited significant
distribution in the brain within 1 h postinjection, indicating that
25 nm PSiNPs have higher transport efficiency across the BBB
than PSiNPs of 100 or 50 nm. The result was in good
agreement with the brain tissue distribution of differently sized
gold nanoparticles (15, 50, 100, and 200 nm) after intravenous
injection in mice.50

Further examination of ex vivo brain images was performed
to provide additional evidence for the transport efficiency of
different sized PSiNPs across the BBB. As shown in Figure 6B,
the fluorescence intensity of 25 nm PSiNPs in the brain was

maximum, whereas intermediate for 50 nm PSiNPs and
minimal for 100 nm PSiNPs. These results indicate that the
transport efficiency of PSiNPs across the BBB is inversely
dependent on the particle size, consistent with results of the in
vitro experiments.

■ CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the transport of PSiNPs with diameters of 100, 50,
and 25 nm across the BBB was evaluated both in vitro and in
vivo. The results indicate that PSiNPs can traverse the BBB in
vitro and in vivo, and that the transport efficiency is size
dependent. An increase in particle size of PSiNPs decreases the
transport efficiency across the BBB. Moreover, consistent with
the ability of PSiNPs to cross the BBB, the 25 nm nanoparticles
showed higher efficiency in uptake by brain capillary
endothelial cells than 100 and 50 nm particles. This work
points to the potential application of small sized silica
nanoparticles in delivery of diagnostic and therapeutic agents
across the BBB. Even though these results for biocompatible
silica nanoparticles indicate their utility in brain imaging or drug
delivery, it is important to consider neurotoxicity issues.
Therefore, we will investigate the neurotoxicity of small sized
silica nanoparticles at the cell and small animal levels in the
future.
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